
 

2024 BOAT DOCK LOTTERY APPLICATION 
 

 

NAME: ____________________________________________________ 
 

MAILING ADDRESS: _______________________________________ 
 

CITY: _________________________________ 
 

STATE: __________   ZIP: __________ EMAIL: _____________________________ 
 

DAYTIME TELEPHONE: ___________________________________ 
 

LOT NUMBER at INDIAN HILLS: ________ LEASE AMOUNT: $450.00 
 

I desire that my name be entered into the Lottery Drawing to lease an Association 

Dock/Slip.  I have selected the Dock/Slip that I wish to lease in the following numerical 

order from ONE (1) to FIFTY-TWO (52). Please only select the docks you want to lease. I 

understand that I will receive a Dock/Slip to lease based on my numerical standing in the 

Lottery and the availability of the Dock/Slip that is closest to my “highest” Numerical 

Ranking after those with higher lottery numbers have selected their Dock/Slip. Any 

member who submits their application after the stated due date or the day of the dock 

lottery, member will only be able to make their selection after all qualified member’s 

selection are selected. If there are more than one late submission that their selection will be 

made in the order the application(s) is received.    

 

Also, I have an enclosed my check in the correct amount in order to be eligible for this 

drawing. I understand that my check/payment will be deposited upon receipt. 
 

SIGNATURE: _____________________________________ DATE: ______________ 
 

LOCATION  NUMERICAL LOCATION  NUMERICAL 

               RANKING               RANKING 
 

BOAT COVE 1                   BOAT COVE 3     

               LD-1      ____   

    LD-1      ____           LD-2      ____      

    LD-2      ____           LD-3      ____   

    LD-3      ____           LD-4      ____ 

    LD-4       ____             

    LD-5      ____                 BOAT COVE 4        

    LD-6      ____           LD-1                      ____ 

    LD-7                           ____                                 LD-2      ____  

    LD-8                           ____                                 LD-3      ____  

    LD-9                           ____            LD-4      ____ 

  BOAT COVE 2             LD-5      ____  

    LD-1      ____           LD-6      ____      

    LD-2      ____                      LD-7      ____ 

    LD-3      ____                      LD-8      ____  

    LD-4      ____                      LD-9      ____ 

    LD-5      ____                      LD-10      ____ 

    LD-6      ____                      

    LD-7      ____                 BOAT COVE 5 

    LD-8      ____                      LD-1     ____ 

    LD-9      ____                    LD-2      ____ 

    LD-10      ____                      LD-3      ____ 

    LD-11      ____                                 LD-4      ____ 

    LD-12                         ____                                 LD-5      ____ 



 

BOAT COVE 6                  

  LD-1                  ____  

  LD-2                   ____        

  LD-3                      ____           

               

 

BOAT COVE 7 

    LD-1      ____          

 

 

BOAT COVE 9            

    LD-1     ____         

    LD-2     ____                   

    LD-3     ____             

    LD-4     ____             

    LD-5     ____             

    LD-6     ____             

    LD-7     ____             

    LD-8                          ____ 
                                                                                                                           Revised January, 2024 


